
Dr. J. P. KUENEN. Further experiments t·egard
ing the anomalous phenomena near the critical 
point. 

In inspecting the three Tables I, II and III of m y  
former communication 1) o n e  is  strurk a t  once by the 
di fference between the Tables I, III on one and II  on 
the other side. W hile i n  II  the values of A,  i .  e .  the 
difference!' of density expres:;ed in p ercents, are- always 
positive an d proportionally large, in I . and Ill these 
differences are small  and in tbe beginning negati ve. 
The fact, that � i .  e.  the  d ifference of p ressure has a 
d i fferent sign in II from that in I and IJI leads to the 
supposition that these quantities A en � are connected 
together. But one glance is suiricient to see, that the 
explanation of the di fferences of density in t h is way 
cannot be complete. The value of A in proportion to 
that of 6 is much too high for that in the second 
series compared with the I st aud ijd series, while 
besides the positive values of A in I and Ill don 't  
agree with that suppositon 2) . Closer inspection shows 

1 ) p. 20-21.  
2)  These positive values are smaller thau percent ; as the 

possible enors in my results wore estimated to be as large 
as that, I do not think m uch worth ought to be attached to 
these positive nu m hers. 
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us, that an i n fluence must have existed to make the 

density at the liquid-side too large. It l ies at hand to 

look for that influence in the presence of the permanent 
gas, "·h ich was discussed in the above communication . 

In order to test this idea l transported the greater part 
of the gas to thfl liquid-branch and repeated the mea
surements (v and l indicate the same sides of the tube 
as in I ,  II and III). 

IV. 4th series .  At h igh temperature pressure higher 

at the vapour-side (.6 positive). 

Temp. Vv Vv 6 A (%) t't Vt rr, rTt 
•195.0 64.65 20.09 3.22 1 3. 1  0.264 0.21 8 -1D 
1HG.O 06.09 18.65 3.G4 1 6.2 0.�58 0.235 -9.5 
198.0 66.67 1 8.03 3 .70 17  5 0.256 0.243 -5 

207.6 67.21 1 7.33 3.88 -18.6 0.254 0.253 -0.5 

223.0 67.14 1 7.2'1 3.90 1 8.7  0.254 0.254 +0. 1 
1 5.0 23.70 6.08 3.90 -6.ti 0. 72 0.72 

Taken on itself the Table now obtai ned confirms the 

general concl usion . stated at the end of the former 

paper, i .  e.  that the differences of density become im

perceptible at. 10° C above the critical temperature. 

What regards the in1l uence of the gas, the meaning of 
this Table becomes most evident bij comparing it to L 
Accidently the quantities at ordinary temperature were 

exactly the same in I ancl IV and the differences between 
the A's must therefore entirely be ascribed to the fact, 

that in I the gas was for the greater part present at 

the vapour-side, in lV at the liquid-side of the tube : 
h ence it appears� that a small quantity of gas, espec-
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ial ly quite above the critical temperature, has a great 
influencR upon the volume viz. increases it very remark
ably 1 ) .  This conclusion is  confirmed by comparison 
with II. In both TI and IV the gas was in that branch 
of the tube, where the preswre at high tempm·ature 
was smn.l lest. Both causes (difference of density anrl 
gas) therefore acted in the same direction and accord
ingly the values of A are l arge (naturally of di fferen t 

sign) . 
In order to show how sma l l  the quantities of gas are, 

that can produce differen ces as those between I and IV, 

I h ave, ad mitting that in Ill no gas was present at the 
liquid-side of the tube, calculated from the values of � 
at ordinary temperature the proportion of the gas to 
the ether expressed in the volume of the vapour and I 
h ave found : 

I 
x,. 0.000086 
Xt 0.000026 

II 
0.0000138 
0.0000015 

lii 
0.000095 
0.000000 

IV 
0.000029 
0.000247 

Solution of the gas into the  ether is not taken into 

account here. 
I h ave not st:w..ceeded in calculating from the �·s 

observed and the x's given above numerical values 
of A agreeing with those observed. This may for a 
part have been caused by disturbing circumstances in 
the experiments (viz. a small  impurity of a different kind 
etc.) but by the uucertainty of the calculations as well, 

1) The L,.'s were smaller in IV than in I ;  hence the A's 
ought to have been smallest in IV ; the conclusion about the 
influence of the air is thereby strengthened still more. 
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for � h ich uc:;e had to be made of CLAusws·� formula for 
ether and of DALTON's l aw for the m ixtures. lt is im
probable that the course of the isorthermal l ines qui te  
above the critical temperatu

.
re should be rigorously 

renclered by CLAusrus's formula. It is a known fact. that 
this formula, though in a less degree than VAN DER 

W A ALs's equation , gfmerally gives wrong Yalues for the 
crit ical volume, which fact of course is very nearly 
connected with the course of the isothermal l ines. I t  
i s  equally doubtful,  w hether DALTON's law h olds good 
for these small impurities quite near the critical point. 
I must therefore be content with the follo\\'ing conclus
ion : GALITZIN�'s experiment e.1:·ecuted with nearly gas

less ether, furnishes diffeTences of density for the greater 

part to be explained by the differences of pressure and 

the gas still p1·esent. The remaining differences a1·e of 

uncertain origin and at 10° C above the critical temper

atuTe amotmt to nearly .2 °/0 in one case only, to less 

than 1 °/r in the othPr cases. 

We must add a word about the · origin of the per
manent gas and its influence on the determinations of 
volume. In the former communication I Yenturcd to bring 
forward the hypothesis, that thP gas is  originated by 
the seal ing of the tube. The same opinion is expressed 
by RAMSAY and YouNG in a recent note in the Philo
sophical Magazine ') . I haYe since been able to confirm 
this by d irect experiment : a tu be of GALITZii\'E, of which 
the glass had been drawn into a very thin point in  
consequence of which it had to be  heated only  a small 

' ) Phil . Mag. (5). 37. p. 503 -504-. 
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time during the sealing, was fll l ed in the manner ex
plainer [ before. This time in fact the quantity of gas 
appeared to be very small : the difference of pressure 
amounted to ·1 .4 mm Otily. Now the point of the tube 
was heated for some time, in consequence of which the 
difference of vressure had now increased to circa 5 mm. 
It does not seem possible to explain this otherwise than 
by decomposition of the ether. 

The result obtained above as to the larp,e influence 
of small quantities of gas is highly important for differ
ent experiments near the critical point. It cannot be 
derived fom these experiments, how large the influence 
is of a definite quantity of gas in case of a direct deter
mination of the critical volume. It is a remarkable fact 
however, that the direction of the slow movemen t of the 
l iquid surface in the neighbourhood of the critical tem
perature as · also observed by GA Lrt'ZINE 1) from which 
he concludes : llln der Nahe des kritischen Punktes sinrl 
d und p keine constanten Groszen : p nimmt mit der 
Zeit und nach mehrmaligem Erwarmen tiber re hinaus 
ab und d zu" (p density of the liquid, d of the vapour) 
agrees, with what might be expected from the results 
obtained here, if this movement was to be explained by 
a slow solution of some gas from the vapour-phase into 
the l iyuirl.-phase. This circumstance gives aid to the 
opinion, expressed in my former papers on this subject 2 ), 

1) Wied. Ann. 50 p. 540. 
z) Communications etc. n °. 8, n °. 1 1 .  This opinion is also 

confirmed by some recent experiments of VJLLARD1 C. R. 1 1 8.  
p. 1 096. 
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that the anomalous phenomena near the critical point 

depeud on the presence of' some permanent gas. 

In connection with the . result obtai ned above we are 

led to suppose, that large differences of density, as ob

tained by GALITZINE, may be the consequence of a large 

qnantity of a gas in the vapour-branch of the tube. It 

was mentioned before 1) that the presence of much gas 

in the tubes, investiga�ed by GALITZIN I•;, was very pro

bable, because his observations did not change by ad

mitting air into the tube . In order to establish this point 

with certainty the new tube, mentioned above, was 

investigated at high temperature ; afterwards the point 

was broken, a l arge quantity of air was admitted by 

cooling the tube, the point was closed again and the 

measurements were repeated . The values of A are laid 

down in the following Tables. 

a . .  Before ad m. of air. b. After ad m. of air. 

Temp. .6. A (%) Temp. .6. A (%) 
197.3 -8.6 +2.3 197.9 -6 +32 

199.6 - 8.9 +1.4 207.3 0 +18 

202.3 -9.6 -0.2 :l23.2 +4 + 8.8 

204.1 -9.2 +0.5 1 5 .0 ? 
223.5 -9.4 +0.2 

15 +1 .4 

In table a Xv amounts to 0.000014, a very small value. 

In b x,, cannot be determined in the same way because 

.6. is unknown. Table a entirely confirms our former 

1 )  c. f. the former communication p. 9. 

L . .  l l ���--------------------------------------------------------
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result ; Table b proves our supposition about the in
fluence of a large quantity of air  to have been right. As 
by accident � was very small i n  this  case, the large 
values of it must entirely be uerived ii·om the influence 
or the air. This result j ustifies tbe supposition, that 
GALl'rZINE's numbers, being of the same magnitude 
anu the same direction, must at least for the greater 
part be explaineu by the presence of gas (air ?) in the 
vapour-branch of his tubes. 

QKue-ne-n. <S'L-i-tica..f -point ( 2 5 ®lle-i 1894} 
�Owvmun. £a{,O'L. of �{1_1}0-ico £e-ioe-n §)l 0 .  11. 




